
 
 

 

 A REPORT ON “2 Days Guest lecture” organized by IC-ACI OPJU 

Studnets chapter  

 

O.P. Jindal University (OPJU) is a private university located in Raigarh, Chhattisgarh, India. 

It was established by an Act of Legislature in the state assembly of Chhattisgarh in 2014.  

It was founded by the Jindal Education and Welfare Society. The OP Jindal University has 

UGC and AICTE affiliation.  

OP Jindal University (OPJU) was set up to bring high quality education to its students based 

on a world class curriculum, the latest teaching methodology and committed faculty members. 

The multidisciplinary university aims to develop young professionals and future leaders who 

will not only power growth and development in the state, but also make a mark globally.  

At the core of the university's philosophy and approach lies the belief that students learn best 

when exposed to real world situations and when nurtured through enriching interactions with 

practitioners and professors.  

We at OPJU believe that every student has innate potential that can be unlocked through quality 

teaching and mentorship. 

IC-ACI Students Chapter of O.P JINDAL UNIVERSITY organized a program on 8th 

and 9th December 2022. 

This program was successfully conducted on online platform (zoom) in which Er. Sunny 

Sularker and Dr. G. S. Rampradheep were called for sharing their personal ideas on 

innovation in concrete technology and for clearing all the possible doubts of attendees 

regarding the webinar. 

 

EVENT 

The event was held in the presence of Dr. Mahasakti Mahamay (HoD, Civil Department) and 

and Prof. Tulika Gupta (Faculty Advisor IC-ACI OPJU Students Chapter). 

Guest Speaker were Er. Sunny Sularker, President IC-ACI and Dr. G. S. Rampradheep, 

Directore, IC-ACI.  

Er. Sunny Sulaker, Prsident IC-ACI, deliver the talk on the repai and protection of RCC 

structures by using the international codes. He deliver his experience and knowleged regarding 

the repairing and it protection. The international codes which is suitable for the same and the 

provisions are clearly acknowledge by the speaker.  

Dr. G.S. Rampradheep, deliver his talk on the Special concretes madeby the industrial waste, 

agricultural waste, bacterial and so on. He spread his valuable knowledge on making of special 

concrete to testing the special concrete along with the Indian and ACI codes.  

Under the guidance of Prof. Tulika Gupta (Faculty Advisor IC-ACI, OPJU student chapter), 

hosted by Ms. Sakshi Agrawal and session conducted in a very smooth way. 



The session started at 2.30 pm Then, the session grabbed its peak by the words and ideology 

of the panelist when she shared their experiences in the field of Civil Engineering. Concrete is 

the heart of any RCC construction. Speaker delivers very smoothly about the new technics and 

innovations in the field of Concrete. Around 100 + atendees are registered and 76 attended the 

session. The certiciate generate digitially and feedback is taken from all attendees. 

 

At last Concluding remark was given by Prof. Tulika Gupta (Faculty co-ordinator advisor IC-

ACI OPJU student chapter) gave the Vote of Thanks and end this wonderful session. 

 

 

Review from students (outside OPJU) - 

 

1. Students understand the importance of the repair along with its protection.  

2. This event and got better clearance regarding their careers and studies. 

3. After this event they become more confident and now have their specific goals for the 

future. 

4. Most of them requested IC-ACI and OPJU to organize more such appreciative Events. 
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Day 1: Er. Sunny Surlaker 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            

Day 2: Dr. G.S. 

Rampradheep 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


